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Dear Readers,

the A7 motorway is the most important north-south link in Germany. In 
Hamburg it connects all areas to the west of the city. Since 2014, the 
federal motorway between the Elbe Tunnel and Bordesholmer Junction 
has been improved because of the high traffic load and the first sec-
tion of the work between Schnelsen and Bordesholmer Junction is al-
ready complete. Hamburg will construct additional tunnels in Schnels-
en and Altona as well as the legally required noise protection measures 
(the tunnel system in Stellingen and the acoustic barriers). By building 
the ‘Hamburg Roofs’ to cover the motorway sections, Hamburg has a 
unique opportunity to add to the project to widen the A7 motorway, 
which was only traffic-related at first, by carrying out urban develop-
ment improvements from which all of western Hamburg will benefit.

A total of around 3,600 metres of the motorway will run through tunnel 
structures. This will create three covered sections, or roofs: in Altona 
the roof will be 2,200 metres long, in Stellingen it will cover around 890 
metres and the section in Schnelsen, which is already completed and 
open to traffic, is 560 metres long.

The long roof is a great opportunity for Hamburg to improve the city as 
a whole: Districts that were divided can grow together again and res-
idents will no longer have traffic noise.  Areas are becoming available 
along the covered motorway for the construction of housing: A total 
of 3,800 new apartments will be built here in attractive locations over 
the next few years. An example of this can be seen at ‘Science City 
Hamburg Bahrenfeld’. This new urban quarter will be a place where 
housing, academic teaching and research will all take place. On the 
roofs themselves, around 15 hectares of new public green spaces will 
be created with high quality open and recreational space, and a further 
12 hectares will be set aside for allotment gardens. This new green 
corridor with additional paths for pedestrians and cyclists will connect 
the Volkspark with the Elbe River in an attractive way.

This brochure is designed to provide you with up-to-date information 
about the ‘Hamburg Roofs’, which in the coming years will considerably 
improve both the traffic situation and urban housing and life in our city.
 

Dr. Dorothee Stapelfeldt

Senator for Urban Development and Housing 
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Urban development 
in western Hamburg

The Hamburg Roofs – 
a project of the century for western Hamburg

The ‘Hamburg Roofs’ project combines the urgent need to widen the 
A7 federal motorway with a very large urban development project in 
western Hamburg.
The A7 is one of the most important traffic routes, not only in Germany 
but also in Europe, and connects Scandinavia with Central Europe. On 
its way from Denmark to Austria it runs through the middle of western 
Hamburg.  A widening of the A7 motorway between the Elbe Tunnel 
and the border with Schleswig-Holstein will be necessary in the Ham-
burg area so it can continue to function properly in the future.

The section of the A7 motorway in Hamburg is one of the busiest 
in Germany. Up to 150,000 vehicles travel daily between the Ham-
burg-Nordwest and the Hamburg-Stellingen junctions alone. Traffic 
forecasts show that there will be even more traffic in the future. Traffic 
is expected to increase to 165,000 vehicles a day in this section by 
2025. This high traffic load causes an above-average number of traffic 
accidents on the A7 in Hamburg.

To improve this situation, the Federal Ministry of Transport and Digital 
Infrastructure (BMVI has ordered the number of lanes on the Schnel-
sen, Stellingen and Bahrenfeld sections be expanded to a maximum of 
eight. A complex noise protection project is therefore being developed: 
the ‚Hamburg Roofs’.

Objectives of the development of the A 7
 � Good traffic flow and fewer traffic jams
 � Fewer accidents
 � Comprehensive noise protection

Schnelsen
Roof

Stellingen
Roof

Altona
Roof
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The park, boules court and recreational facilities in the area of the allotment gardens at the Vogt-Kock-Weg crossing in the Schnelsen 
section

Hamburg needs to widen the A7 motorway and is 
using this as an opportunity for sustainable urban 
development: the three sections of motorway tun-
nels over a length of more than 3,600 metres will 
extend the necessary noise protection.
The widening of the A7 will increase the noise 
protection requirements along the motorway: noi-
se barriers are no longer sufficient in parts of the 
Altona and Stellingen sections. The motorway will 
be partially covered in order to reliably protect resi-
dents from noise in the future. This legally required 
noise protection will be financed by the Federal Go-
vernment. In addition, the Free and Hanseatic City 
of Hamburg will add noise protection in Schnelsen 
and Altona to more than the legally required level. 
The motorway will also run through a noise protec-
tion tunnel at this location instead of building noise 
barriers with a height of up to nine metres. The to-
tal costs for this once-in-a-century project will be 
 financed by the Federal Government and the City of 
Hamburg.

The  A7 motorway has cut a path through the west 
of Hamburg since its construction in the 1970s but 
the new motorway roof can re-establish connec-
tions that had grown before that time or create 
completely new ones. The new open spaces on the 
roof surfaces will also increase the quality of life of 
the people in these densely populated areas of the 
city. The planned motorway tunnels will help to re-
connect divided districts and historical parks that 
had been separated by the motorway for several de-
cades.

This will restore the original network of routes and 
supplement it with a network of footpaths and  cycle 
paths that will take precedence over the restored 
routes.

The covered areas of the A7 also allow residential 
construction on areas that were previously out of 
the question due to the high level of noise pollution 
from the motorway. New neighbourhoods and dis-
tricts with a high quality of life and leisure will be 
created along the covered motorway in the future.

The Hamburg Roofs: space for new green areas 
with attractive outdoor areas, playgrounds and 
 allotment gardens.
The daily image of thousands of vehicles on the mo-
torway section near Hamburg will soon be a thing of 
the past. The previously noise-polluted areas in the 
immediate vicinity of the motorway are being used 
for new projects. In a few years the ‚Hamburg Roofs‘ 
will be open for strolling, playing, gardening or sim-
ply relaxing in their attractive landscaped areas and 
parks. In addition, the new green corridors will crea-
te further safe and convenient links from north to 
south, which can be easily travelled on foot or by 
bicycle.

With less noise, attractive open spaces and new 
 residential areas, the overall project will open up 
new perspectives that will improve work, living and 
lifestyle in western Hamburg in the long term.
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The Hamburg Roof project is being undertaken with 
close cooperation between the City of Hamburg and 
the Federal Government

The plans to widen the A7 motorway and then use the surface of the 
roof are closely coordinated between the Free and Hanseatic City of 
Hamburg and the Federal Government. The costs for the widening and 
covering of the A7 motorway will also be shared.

The Federal Government will bear the cost of widening the A7 motor-
way and of the noise protection measures that are required by law in 
the form of covered sections along 1,600 metres and the necessary 
noise barriers. Hamburg is financing the additional costs for the other 
approximately 2,000 metres of tunnel sections in the Schnelsen and 
Altona sections directly. Hamburg is also providing funds to transform 
all the roofs into high-quality parks and green spaces.

The Hamburg Roofs will create new neighbourhoods, areas for hous-
ing construction and three new high-quality green corridors.
The Schnelsen and Stellingen sections of the roof are being built in 
existing residential areas. The roofs over the motorway will be particu-
larly favourable to the immediate residents, who will benefit in future 
from less noise and new green spaces close to their homes. The two 
motorway roofs will also free up space for residential construction in 
the Eimsbüttel district. The existing allotment garden areas that are 
owned by the city will be transferred to the roofs and construction will 
take place in the areas this makes available. In the district of Altona, 
new residential areas will be developed on both sides of the covered 
motorway. The focus here is primarily on the district of Bahrenfeld, 
which was divided by the construction of the motorway in the 1970s. 
The new residential areas will then be located along a continuous green 
belt from Altona Volkspark to the Elbe River.

A total of around 3,800 new apartments can be created in the districts 
of Eimsbüttel and Altona as a result of the construction of the noise pro-
tection tunnels. Some of this construction will be in areas where it had 
not been possible previously due to bad noise pollution along the motor-
way route. In some cases the areas have become free because allotments 
and sports fields will be moved onto or near the new noise protection 
tunnels. The proceeds from the sale of municipal areas will benefit the 
overall budget of the Free and Hanseatic City of Hamburg, which will 
then be used to finance Hamburg‘s share of the motorway roofs.

ca. 400
new allotments 
on the surface of 
the roofs

27 ha
new green 
areas and parks 

3.800
new  
apartments

3.600 m
total length  
of the roofs
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A view of the Stellingen Roof looking  
north-east to south-west

The green roofs will also enhance the existing quarters by providing 
green spaces with park facilities and allotment gardens. In the coming 
years, a total of around 15 hectares of public park will be created on 
the three new roof areas, and another twelve hectares will be dedicated 
to allotment gardens. The motorway tunnel in Schnelsen was comple-
ted at the beginning of December 2019 and officially opened for traf-
fic. The completion and first use of the roof in Stellingen is scheduled 
for 2021. Construction of the longest noise protection tunnel in Altona 
is scheduled to start in 2020; the construction time in this section is 
about eight years. The parks and allotment gardens will then be pre-
pared on the motorway covers and these should be completed around 
one to two years later.

Development projects close to the A7 motorway are also included in 
the planning, outside the overall project. . Among other things, this 
also includes the realization of Science City Hamburg Bahrenfeld on 
nearby Bahrenfeld racetrack and the adjoining areas. An urban quarter 
with around 2,500 apartments will be created around the location of 
the DESY research centre (German Electron Synchrotron) and existing 
institutes of the University of Hamburg. Here, university, teaching and 
research institutions and knowledge-based companies and start-ups 
are to be closely linked with one another through various housing, cul-
tural, leisure and sports facilities as well as social institutions.

Objectives of the urban development
 � Connecting the municipal areas on both sides of the motorway
 � Noise protection for neighbouring districts beyond that  demanded 

by law
 � Residential construction developments
 � The creation of new green and open spaces and linking routes
 � Providing impulses for further urban development in the neighbour-

ing quarters
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The development of the A 7 today …

Hardly any other section of motorway in Germany 
is used by as many motor vehicles as the A7 near 
Hamburg. At 964 kilometres, the A7 motorway is 
one of the longest and, especially in Hamburg, one 
of the busiest motorways in Germany.  Traffic re-
ports on the traffic jam at the Elbe Tunnel can be 
heard almost every day.
The A7 is an attractive link between Scandinavia 
and Southern Europe for both holidaymakers and 
business travellers. In addition to this transit traffic, 
there is also constantly increasing regional traffic: 
together with the A23, the A7 in Hamburg is the 
direct route to the city, the airport and the port of 
Hamburg for residents from the entire region to the 
west.

The section between the motorway junctions Ham-
burg-Nordwest and Hamburg-Stellingen alone is 
used by around 150,000 vehicles daily. There is ap-
proximately 25% more traffic than the theoretical 
limit for the six existing lanes at this location. 

On the four-lane section between the motorway 
junctions Hamburg-Schnelsen and Hamburg-Nord-
west it is more than 50%. The accident rate on the 
A7 near Hamburg is also above average due to the 
high traffic load. Forecasts show that the traffic load 
will continue to increase in the future.

The widening of the A7 motorway is therefore abso-
lutely essential to keep long-distance traffic moving 
and to continue to guarantee the mobility of the 
people of Hamburg. Together with the Federal Go-
vernment, which is responsible for the construction, 
widening and maintenance of federal highways, the 
plan is to expand the A7 to up to eight lanes. The 
expansion of the lanes is supplemented by so-cal-
led interlocking lanes on the right-hand side of the 
motorway. They provide more space and safety for 
incoming and outgoing traffic around the junctions.

Traffic development and 
 construction of the A 7

Impression of the traffic situation before and during the expansion of the A 7
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Procedure during the expansion of the A7

… and in the future

Within the next few years, the A7 near Hamburg will be 
transformed from a heavily congested motorway to one of 
the most environment-compatible motorways in Germany. 
This is combined with the hope that the number of traffic 
jams will also decrease.
As well as improving the traffic situation, the ‘Hamburg Roof’ 
project also aims to improve the quality of life of local resi-
dents. In addition to the construction of the noise protection 
tunnels in Schnelsen, Stellingen and Altona, further noise 
protection measures will be taken to provide even better pro-
tection against heavy traffic noise in the future. Noise barri-
ers and a noise-reducing road surface called whisper asphalt 
will be used to protect against emissions where it is not pos-
sible to cover the A7 motorway.

Construction and traffic

Various construction and traffic measures are necessary 
to expand the A7 to six or eight lanes in the relevant sec-
tions. 
The construction work will be carried out in stages so that 
traffic is affected as little as possible during the construction 
period. The widening of the A7 motorway will proceed from 
north to south. Construction of the individual motorway sec-
tions is expected to take four years in Schnelsen and Stel-
lingen and around eight years in Altona. During the  several 
years of expansion, the A7 motorway will remain open in 
both directions.

The widening and covering of the A7 motorway with traffic 
is made possible by transferring all continuous lanes to one 
side (see Phase 2 in the adjacent illustration). While traffic 
is moving on one side, the new lanes and noise protection 
tunnels will be built on the other side (Phase 3). Once the 
first half of the tunnel has been completed, traffic will be 
transferred to the new lanes in the completed section and 
the remaining three or four lanes will also be covered. In the 
following phase, all six (Schnelsen) or eight (Stellingen and 
Altona) lanes can be opened to traffic (Phase 4). Subse-
quently, the parks and allotment gardens will be laid out on 
the motorway roofs.

152 thousand

ca.50 %

vehicles use the section of the A 7 between the 
motorway junctions Hamburg-Nordwest and 
 Hamburg-Stellingen every day. 

more accidents than the national average occur on 
the A 7 in Hamburg.

964km

make the A 7 between 
Austria and Denmark to the 
longest in Germany.
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Open  
construction

 
The three sections of the Ham-
burg Roof are tunnel structures. 
The Elbe Tunnel was built using 
tunnel boring machines under the 
Elbe River in a closed construction 
method but the Hamburg Roof will 
be built with an open construction 
pit. To do this, the side walls to 
the left and right of a carriageway 
are built first and the slab is then 
placed on the six to eight lanes and 
additional interlocking lanes.

Video 
monitoring

Video surveillance systems pro-
vide additional security. Traffic 
control in the tunnels is carried 
out using traffic light systems and 
barriers. A height control system 
also prevents vehicles that are too 
high from entering the tunnel.

Escape routes 
and emergency 
call stations

All three tunnels will be equipped 
with comprehensive safety and 
communication systems. Escape 
doors are provided every 60 me-
tres instead of the usual 300 me-
tres. Fume extraction is therefore 
not necessary. Walk-in emergency 
call stations are installed between 
the escape doors.

Loudspeaker 
system

A modern loudspeaker system 
allows communication right into 
the tunnel. A separate, additional 
channel is planned for the police, 
fire brigade and paramedics and 
this can also be used digitally.

Tunnel Opera-
tions Centre

 
The Tunnel Operations Centre is 
the organisational safety centre 
for the tunnel chain that consists 
of the three roof sections and the 
Elbe Tunnel. All information on 
tunnel operation, traffic control 
and safety monitoring is collected 
there. The central office is staffed 
around the clock by members of 
the police and the department of 
operational technology from the 
Roads, Bridges and Waterways 
Operation Department. In addi-
tion, the fire department is perma-
nently represented and can initiate 
rescue measures at any time.

Emergency 
power supply 

In the event of a power failure, the 
entire electrical system in the tun-
nel can be operated by an emer-
gency power generator.

 

Bridge construction in Langenfelde

Bridges and underpasses had to be adapted or newly built along the 
route in order to widen the  A7 motorway in Stellingen by two lanes. 
This was because  they were not wide and load-bearing enough for 
the new motorway and noise protection: This includes the almost 
400-metre long Langenfelde Bridge, which carries the A7 motorway 
over the Hamburg-Langenfelde railway line, the main Binsbarg route 
and Rohlfsweg.
The widening of the motorway section to eight lanes was not possible 
on the existing structure. Also the load-bearing capacity of the bridge 
was not sufficient to take the additional loads of the widening and the noise protection barriers. Lan-
genfelde Bridge was deconstructed in a complex procedure at the beginning of the first A7 construction 
phase from 2014 until October 2018 and then re-built in the same place. 

Technical Highlights

Deconstruction of the approximately 
400-metre long Langenfelde Bridge
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Public participation right from the start

As early as the 1980s, the citizens’ initiative entitled ‘Without 
a roof, there will be noise’ promoted the covering of the A7 
in Altona. However, the proposal of the local residents failed 
several times at first because of the financing. The  necessary 
measures to widen the A7 motorway and add the legally 
required noise protection were implemented from 2009 on-
wards in close cooperation between the Federal Government 
and the Free and Hanseatic City of Hamburg and this vision 
could finally become reality.

Before construction can begin, every project needs a legal 
basis. Various planning procedures needed to be carried out 
before the motorway roofs could be built with their parks 
and allotment gardens:

 1.  The legal basis for the construction and widening of 
the A7 motorway is the planning approval procedure 
under the Federal Highway Code.

 2.  The planned parks and allotments on the motorway 
roofs are defined in development plans according to 
the Building Code.

In addition to the legal planning procedures, landscape 
 architecture competitions for the basic design of parks and 
allotment gardens were held for each motorway roof in the 
period from 2010 to 2012. The competition results formed 
the basis for the development plans and were then specified 
in the further procedure. Interested citizens were also able 
to get involved in the implementation. The participants were 
able to express their ideas and wishes for the design and use 
of the roof surfaces in Schnelsen, Stellingen and Altona at 
information events and in the context of idea workshops and 
these ideas were later incorporated into the planning. The 
planners were dependent on the ‘local expertise’ of the local 
residents, particularly for the concrete design of the various 
locations on the roof surfaces.

Information events and workshops as an opportunity 
for exchange and participation

From Planning  
to Realisation
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Connection to the local square south of Frohmestrasse The Esplanade along the street ‘Jungborn’ as a continuous route 
connection in the Schnelsen section

The Schnelsen Roof

Local recreation on site
The roof in Schnelsen runs from Heidlohstrasse via 
Frohmestrasse to the Hamburg-Schnelsen junction. 
It is at the level of the surrounding terrain. Several 
residential areas, schools and the town centre of 
Schnelsen are located close to the roof. These places 
will significantly improve quality of life due to the re-
duced noise pollution from the motorway.  According 
to the design by Berlin landscape architects POLA, a 
green area with new path connections will be crea-
ted on the surface of the cover and this will open up 
many new options for the people of Schnelsen. Trees, 
planted beds, seating and a boule area encourage 
visitors to linger. The meadow area is framed to the 
west by a promenade and to the east by  allotments.

The residents of the district can reach the park via 
different routes: there will be a wide esplanade for 
cyclists and pedestrians connecting Frohmestrasse 
and Heidlohstrasse, parallel to the street ‘Jungborn‘.  
Another footpath will be created crossing between 
Jungborn and Vogt-Kock-Weg to better connect the 
adjacent residential areas with each other.

The distances from the residential areas to the chil-
dren‘s day-care centres and the Schnelsen leisure 
centre on Wählingsallee and between the two pri-
mary school locations Röthmoorweg and Frohme-
strasse will be considerably shorter, safer and more 
attractive thanks to the new park. New recreational 
areas and pathways are also being created nearby 
for patients, employees and residents of the geriatric 
clinic and the old people‘s home on Heidlohstrasse, 
and to create better connections to Schnelsen town 
centre on Frohmestrasse.

The Schnelsen roof at a glance
 � Approximately 560 metres long, from Heid-

lohstrasse to the north of Frohmestrasse
 � A total of around 2.87 hectares of new green 

 areas and recreational facilities, spread over 1.45 
hectares of parkland and 1.42 hectares of allot-
ment gardens with 42 plots and a new neighbour-
hood square on Frohmestrasse

 � Connection of separated residential areas and 
noise abatement in the centre

The Hamburg Roofs  
in Eimsbüttel
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Park with play and leisure facilities in the Kieler Strasse area Promenade along the meadow area near Wegenkamp school

The Stellingen Roof 

Green paths through the district
The Stellingen roof extends from Kieler Strasse in 
the south to the freight bypass in the north. Due 
to the high level of groundwater, the motorway in 
Stellingen is situated higher up in the terrain, so that 
the tunnel can be recognised as a structure in some 
places and the park on the roof cannot be integrated 
at ground level into the surroundings.

Near the roof there are schools and residential and 
commercial areas in sometimes very isolated loca-
tions. Stellingen is dominated in this area by a large 
number of roads and railway tracks.

Residents on both sides of the motorway will benefit 
from the reduced traffic noise as a result of cover-
ing the A7 motorway and from the new park in the 
north. Residential areas will grow together again, 
schools and business locations will be easier to 
 reach and gaps in the existing route network will be 
closed. Additionally, new allotment gardens are plan-
ned in the southern section between Kieler Strasse 
and Wördemanns Weg.

 

The design by the Berlin landscape architects WEI-
DINGER creates a green and varied route for cyc-
lists and pedestrians in the form of a wide prome-
nade between the Kollauwanderweg hiking path on 
the freight bypass and Kieler Strasse. A much more 
attractive connection to the existing underpass on 
Kieler Strasse is also being created via the park area.

The Stellingen roof at a glance
 � Approximately 890 meters long, between Kieler 

Strasse and the freight bypass
 � New allotment gardens (1.59 ha) in the south 

and public park areas (3.84 ha) in the north with 
 attractive paths for cyclists and pedestrians

 � Gaps in the existing road network will be closed
 � The new park will be connected to Kollauwander-

weg 
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The Hamburg Roof in Altona
The Altona Roof

From Volkspark to the Elbe River
The planned noise protection roof in Altona comple-
tes the trilogy of roofs in terms of design, becau-
se the longest tunnel section will also be landsca-
ped as a park with a high proportion of allotments 
that reflect the special features of the surrounding 
area. The motorway that divides Behringstrasse and 
Volkspark will be removed and the neighbouring dis-
tricts of Bahrenfeld and Othmarschen and the exis-
ting historical parks will be linked together again.

The idea of a park with allotments between Behring-
strasse and Altona Volkspark is not new. As early as 
the 1920s, the town planner Gustav Oelsner had the 
idea of creating a connection between Volkspark and 
the Elbe River within an initial Altona green belt. This 
idea has been taken up again with the covering of 
the A7 and turned into reality.

Public parks and allotment gardens are being crea-
ted on an area of around 19 hectares and a length 
of over two kilometres on the noise protection tun-
nel on the A7 motorway in Altona. Many new green 
connections between the western and eastern neig-
hbourhoods will be created for the districts of Bah-
renfeld and Othmarschen, along the covered motor-
way.

 

The historic parks Lutherpark and Bonnepark, which 
were divided up by the construction of the motorway 
in the 1970s, will be reconnected after more than 50 
years.

In 2012 several offices developed drafts for a park 
on the noise protection tunnel in Altona as part of an 
open space planning and urban development ideas 
competition. The winning design by the Hamburg 
landscape architecture firm arbos envisages a long 
strip of meadows with a promenade in the west and 
a wide strip of allotments in the east.

The Altona roof at a glance
 � Over 2,200 meters long, from Volkspark to Beh-

ringstrasse
 � A continuous green corridor from Volkspark to 

the Elbe River
 � Around 19 hectares of new green and recreation-

al facilities with high quality surroundings in the 
form of parks (10 hectares) and approximately 
325 allotments (9 hectares)

 � The existing green spaces at Lutherpark and 
Bonne park will be connected again

 � Development of new residential areas on both 
sides of the covered motorway

 � Construction of the Volkspark axis 

Park and recreational facilities at the level of the tram underpass Park with play and recreation facilities in the area of Luther Park 
and Luther Church
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A Green Belt to unite Altona

Open space concept for the noise protection cover 
The roof on the A7 motorway creates a varied park 
landscape in Altona with a long strip of meadows, seve-
ral east-west oriented park connections and allotments. 
A sufficiently wide public bicycle and footpath prome-
nade will connect these different open spaces with one 
another and with the surrounding urban space.

The design of the park landscape will be detailed in 
further planning. The selected areas will be developed 
in cooperation with the residents, for example as play-
grounds and recreational facilities.

Four east-west oriented park connections will be crea-
ted on the cover. The first one runs north of Holsten-
kamp to connect Volkspark with Eimsbüttel and the 
city centre as a green corridor. The exact course of 
the road shown is not yet final in this area. It is pos-
sible to connect the two sides of the historical parks 
with the park bridges at Lutherpark and Bonnepark in 
order to experience the parks as a whole again. The 
fourth park connection beside the new sports facility 
on Baurstrasse extends the adjacent park as a green 
area with smaller trees. The main entrances to the park 
are located where the new park landscape meets the 
cross streets. The noise protection measures that are 
necessary for the allotment gardens at some locations 
will become recognisable design elements in the park 
for passers-by, e.g. in the form of noise barriers and 
hedges. A bridge for cyclists and pedestrians crosses 
the busy Osdorfer Weg.

A view of the Altona Roof looking north-east to south-west
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The structure of the cover park:  
all soils are not equal

A special soil structure will allow trees and plants 
to grow on the roofs in the future.
The topic of soil plays a special role in the construc-
tion of the landscaped roofs. There are parks with 
trees and bushes on all three roofs together with 
allot ments growing fruit and vegetables. It is im-
portant that the new soil on the roofs is optimal for 
planting.

The different uses make special demands on the soil 
structure and the quality of the soil to be installed.

The following requirements are in place for soil qua-
lity and soil structure:

 � The soil must be free of pollutants.
 � The soil must be able to store sufficient water.
 � No artificial soil substrates may be used in the 

 allotment garden areas.
 � The soil will be installed in the area of the allot-

ment gardens with a depth of 1.2 metres to give 
the roots enough room to grow.

(Out)look into nature 

Schematic representation of the soil structure  
on the ‘Hamburg Roofs’ 

Possible design of a new garden plot on the Hamburg roof  Meadow belt as a part of the varied park landscape

Tunnel cover

Drain mat –  
Drainage mat  
for protection from  
frost damage

Subsoil, totally 
 penetrable by roots
(depth =90 cm)

Topsoil 
(depth=30 cm)
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Replacing allotment gardens  
on the ‘Hamburg Roof’ project

New green spaces are being created on the comple-
ted motorway covers in the course of the ‘Hamburg 
Roof‘ project and existing allotment gardens are 
being relocated to them from the surrounding area.

Therefore the allotment gardens in the development 
areas have been re-zoned and have either been clea-
red or need to be cleared in the future. Many lease-
holders who have to give up their allotment gardens 
have used them for decades. Many have been pas-
sed on from generation to generation and they are a 
great loss. However the Free and Hanseatic City of 
Hamburg is in a position to offer local and central-
ly located allotments as replacements. Other areas 
away from the roofs are planned as replacement 
sites in addition to the allotment gardens on the 
three roofs, because not all the allotment gardens 
affected by the clearance will be able to find space 
on the covers.

In the ‘Hamburg Roof’ project, a 1:1 replacement 
is provided in advance for each allotment garden 
 affected by a termination. In the meantime, the 
lease holders concerned will be supported by a con-
tact person from the Ministry for Urban Develop-
ment and Housing and informed about the relevant 
project stages. The plots on the three roofs are  fixed 
in development plans as permanent allotments. The 
replacement plots on the remaining areas are also 
secured as permanent allotments or treated as per-
manent allotments under planning law contracts. A 
total of approximately 400 plots with an average 
plot size of 250 m² will be created on the three roofs.

The advantages of allotments on the roofs
 � In contrast to some of the existing allotment sites, 

the new soil is free of contamination.
 � The roofs are legally secured as allotment sites. 

They are also secured because no large structures 
can be built on the covers..

 � The allotments are located in an appealing envi-
ronment close to a new park.

If you have any questions on the topic of allotment 
gardens and the design of the roof surface in the 
project to cover the A7, please write to the following 
contact address for the project group ‚Cover A7‘. 
If you are interested in an allotment garden plot on 
one of the roofs, please contact the Landesbund der 
Gartenfreunde in Hamburg e.V.

Contact 
Ministry of Urban Development and Housing 
Project Group: Deckel A 7
E-mail: Deckel-BAB7@bsw.hamburg.de  
Homepage: www.hamburger-deckel.de

Landesbund der Gartenfreunde in Hamburg e. V. 
E-Mail: info@gartenfreunde-hh.de
Homepage: www.gartenfreunde-hh.de

Promenade along the allotment gardens looking south in the 
Stellingen section

Planting, picking and harvesting: The roofs provide space for 
new plots in attractive allotment gardens
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 SPACIOUS AND QUIET| NEW GREEN AREAS ON TOP OF THE A 7 

Urban Nature: a contribution to environmental and climate protection

What is urban nature and what role does it play 
in environmental and climate protection? The Fed-
eral Ministry for the Environment, Nature Con-
servation and Nuclear Safety uses the term urban 
nature to cover all habitats within a city that are 
important to preserve biodiversity.
Individual trees, near-natural urban forests and parks 
and various open spaces such as sports fields and 
playgrounds, public green spaces or insect-friendly 
allotments can all be termed urban nature. In ad-
dition to their contribution to the flora and fauna, 
urban green spaces can also have a positive influen-
ce on the quality of life and health of the population. 
They provide green recreation and exercise areas 
close to where people live. Green spaces can also 
provide an improved climate in their immediate sur-
roundings. In contrast to densely built-up and sea-
led areas, rainwater can seep away better on green 
spaces. The evaporation processes that planted so-
ils undergo cool down the air temperature and the 
resulting fresh air corridor improves the conditions 
for residents, especially on warm days. In addition, 
the green areas with their trees, bushes and other 
plants, provide natural noise protection and clean 
the air by filtering pollutants from it.

The roofs on the A7 motorway in Schnelsen, Stellin-
gen and Altona, which are being built in existing re-
sidential areas, also create room for new green areas 
with attractive open spaces. The park landscape on 
the longest roof in Altona will have the most types 
of open space and will therefore contribute further 
to promoting habitats for birds and insects, such 
as dragonflies, butterflies and wild bees in urban 
areas. The design of the park landscape, which will 
be carried out in cooperation with NABU Hamburg 
(a non-governmental nature conservation organi-
sation) and citizens, will be specified in the further 
planning. A walk on the subject of urban nature has 
already been offered to interested citizens.

The event format of the ‘Roof Walks’ will be continu-
ed at regular intervals on different topics. The next 
dates and further information can be found on the 
website www.hamburger-deckel.de.

A walk on the topic of urban nature in the Altona section in June 2019 with some impressions of insect-friendly design on the roofs
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